Faculty Workshop Series 2021
Date/Time

Title

Description

WED MAR 17
0900–1100 PDT

Praise, Question, Wish: Making
Writing Feedback Work

This workshop asks faculty to reflect on their goals for student writing and then
helps them pair their goals with effective and efficient feedback practices.

WED MAR 24
1200–1400 PDT

Quality Assignments, Quality Writing:
Improving Writing Assignment Design

In this workshop, faculty will revise and further develop their writing assignments in
ways that lead to improved student responses.

WED MAR 31
1000–1200 PDT

Busting Neuromyths: Connecting
Mind, Brain, and Education Science
to Working with International Military
Students

Faculty participants will confront previously held beliefs about the brain—
neuromyths—and learn how to identify the impacts that neuromyths have on the
ways in which we approach our work with international writers.

WED APR 7
1130–1330 PDT

Assessing International Student
Writing: Applying a Writing Center
Approach

In this workshop, you will explore how a writing-center approach for assessing
international student writing can be implemented across the disciplines to
benefit students and faculty alike.

FRI APR 16
1000–1200 PDT

The Art of Critique: Holistic Skills
Training and Feedback in the
Graduate Liberal Arts Setting

Workshop participants will discuss holistic feedback strategies that facilitate
a draft process that incorporates self and peer editing. Checklists and
activities are provided as tools to implement changes.

TUE APR 20
1200–1400 PDT

Note-taking Templates as Strategic
Tools for Learning, Research, and
Writing

Come learn some of the best practices for note-taking to share with your
students and build a tailored note-taking template for them to use when reading
for your classes or research.

THUR APR 29
0900–1100 PDT

Teaching Writing as a Foreign
Language: Achieving Proficiency in
Academic Contexts

This workshop emphasizes how acquiring the language of research-based
academic writing is similar to learning one’s way into a foreign language.

For more information and to register, visit
https://forms.gle/tsQyMFpgXuePWWKM7

